ENCOURAGE-A-LEADER
INSTRUCTION SHEET

“The foundation of our society and our government rest so much on the teachings of the Bible that it would be difficult to support them if faith in these teachings would cease to be practically universal in our country.” Calvin Coolidge

In 1 Timothy 2:1-2, God commands us to pray for our leaders and CWA thanks you for doing so.

As a volunteer, you do not have to be a member of Concerned Women for America of Iowa to participate, but you will be representing CWA with each mailing you send. Please remember that we want to be seen as men and women of faith who represent the love of Christ. You may simply send the pre-printed Scripture postcards provided or you may send a card or personal stationary with the postcard enclosed. Please do not write about specific legislation or issues in these mailings. The goal of the EAL program is to plant a seed in the hearts of men and women for God’s glory. CWA has a “Learn to Lobby” program and will help you do so, but the EAL program is only to encourage and pray.

POSTCARD INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Pray for your assigned leader and his/her family weekly. The legislative session begins in January and ends in April. Remember to “bathe everything you do in prayer” and let the Lord lead.
2. Enclosed you will find the name of your assigned EAL recipient. You may want to post this in a prominent place or with your daily Bible reading as a reminder to pray.
3. We recommend that you pre-address the postcards with your assigned leader’s name and the office address which is highlighted on the back of this sheet. Add your return address and a stamp. Then the postcard is ready to go and you can easily drop it in the mail when on the run.
4. Choose a specific day and mail one postcard each week, for instance every Monday. Your message can be just the pre-printed Scripture or you can add a personal note under the Scripture. Please be sure to write your name and return address as EAL recipients often wish to correspond with EAL partners.

For more information about your legislator you may visit www.legis.state.ia.us or call 515-281-5129.

General Prayer Requests:
Salvation & God’s influence * Strength to uphold Godly principles * Safety while traveling * Wisdom and guidance in leading * Family * Guarding the Constitution *
Trustworthy in word and deed * Suppression of weariness, selfish ambition and pride
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